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Funded status  
improved by 52% 

Corporate pension plan implements de-risking 
glidepath, improved funded status by 52% 

Client case study 

 

 

The organization 

The firm is a global manufacturer of industrial goods with more than 15,000 employees in 50 
countries. In the U.S., the investment committee made a conscious decision to keep their cash-
balance defined benefit plan open as an ongoing part of its employee retention strategy. Plan 
assets in the U.S. totaled over $350 million. 

 

The challenges 

During the global financial crisis of 2008, the plan’s funded status plunged from 87% to nearly 
60%. With Pension Protection Act (PPA) mandated plan contributions looming, the investment 
committee increased their focus not only on re-building funded status, but on: 

• De-risking the plan* 

• Limiting surplus volatility 

• Reducing the likelihood of required cash contributions in the future 

A strategic solution 

The investment committee believed that the best means of fulfilling their ongoing fiduciary 
responsibilities was through a greater focus on strategy, delegation, and oversight rather than 
day-to-day implementation. Accordingly, they hired Russell Investments as an outsourced 
investment manager responsible for not only delivering advice, but for implementing that 
advice on a daily basis. Together, Russell Investments and the committee worked through a 
full asset/liability study, which led to multiple portfolio recommendations designed to improve 
funded status and reduce portfolio risk as funded status returned to acceptable levels. These 
recommendations included: 

1. Adopting an LDI (liability-driven investing) approach 

2. Implementing a de-risking glidepath in which the allocation to return seeking and liability 
hedging assets would evolve as new funding thresholds were achieved 

3. Adjusting the fixed income portfolio to better match the duration of plan liabilities 

4. Enhancing the return-seeking portfolio through greater international exposure 

We briefly explore the implementation and impact of each of these recommendations in the 
following pages. 

Pension funding 
problems 

• A steep decline in funded 
status 

• Unexpected required 
pension contributions 

• Inadequate asset to 
liability matching 

• The lack of a roadmap to 
de-risk the plan as funded 
status improved 
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1. Adopting an LDI approach 

The investment committee settled on the following LDI 
goals for their cash-balance plan: 

• Took immediate measures to adjust the plan’s fixed 
income portfolio to match the current liability duration of 
8 years 

• On an ongoing basis, work to match changes in 
liabilities resulting from the passage of time and 
changes in discount rates 

• Implement a de-risking glide path which mapped out 
increases in the portfolio’s allocation to LDI assets as 
funded status improved—which effectively reduced 
portfolio risk over time and helping insulate the plan 
from market downturns 

• Re-define the non-LDI assets in the portfolio as “return-
seeking assets” and manage them in a risk-aware 
manner with the goals of improving funded status and 
offsetting ongoing servicing costs 

The adoption of these goals represented a paradigm shift in 
the management of the plan; re-defining the success of the 
program as progress towards improved funded status 
rather than simply beating benchmarks within each 
individual asset class. This new perspective resulted in a 
new approach to plan management and a new set of 
investment goals and tactics. 

Open, cash-balance pension plans have a different set of 
requirements than traditional defined benefit plans—
whether open or closed. Drawing on more than 40 years of 
pension experience, Russell Investments worked closely 
with the investment committee to tailor an LDI program that 
was specifically designed to meet the company’s unique 
needs. One size does not fit all when hedging a pension’s 
liabilities. 

2. Implementing a de-risking glide path 

In addition to the immediate restructuring of the fixed 
income portfolio, a roadmap—the de-risking glide path—
was created to guide the plan on its journey from 61% 
funded all the way through a position of surplus funding. 

The company was in a position to significantly improve the 
plan’s funded status through large contributions, but was 
unwilling to do so until a strategy was detailed to help 
protect against another steep decline in funded status like 
the one they experienced in 2008. Under the de-risking 
schedule Russell Investments developed, the plan’s hedge 
ratio target and allocation to fixed income increases as 
funded status improves, given that the plan has less 
incentive to take interest rate risk. However, since the 
liabilities are only partially hedged, any unexpected rise in 
interest rates would likely still benefit the plan and improve 
funded status. The schedule below shows the fixed income 
allocation for the plan (with the remainder allocated to 
return-seeking strategies) and an interest rate hedge ratio 
target at each funded status. 

                                                           
1 Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Individual results may vary 

Exhibit 1: The de-risking glide path 

FUNDED 
STATUS 

LDI ALLOCATION  
(% OF TOTAL ASSETS) 

TARGET HEDGE 
RATIO 

<85% 35% 37% 

90% 40% 42% 

95% 45% 47% 

100% 50% 52% 

105% 55% 57% 

110% 60% 62% 

120% 65% 67% 

130% 70% 72% 

Shown for illustrative purposes only. De-risking glide paths may be 
customized based on a number of factors or changes in funded status.  

With the de-risking strategy clearly defined, the company 
decided to contribute roughly $80 million to the plan, an 
amount designed to bring the plan to the desired funding 
threshold on the glide path. As a result of this contribution, 
the portfolio restructuring, and the rise in equity markets, 
the plan moved from 61% funded to 93% funded over a four 
year period. The new de-risking focus of the portfolio was 
put to the test during the equity market volatility sparked by 
the European debt crisis in 2012 and performed admirably, 
with funded status falling by less than 2%.1 

 

Target duration LDI funds 

Russell Investments’ Target Duration LDI funds include 
two funds with a targeted duration of 6 and 14 years. 
These two funds provide a very close representation of 
U.S. corporate pension liability behavior by intentionally 
targeting specific duration exposures and deliberately 
managing credit exposure and default risk. 

The building block approach of these funds enabled 
Russell Investments to tailor a solution to match the 
specific liability profile of the company’s pension plan. 

3. Adjusting the fixed income portfolio 

Implementing the new LDI approach meant dramatic 
revisions to the plan’s fixed income portfolio. Fixed income 
investments assets grew to represent 50% of plan assets, 
up from the previous allocation of 35%, and the nature of 
those assets changed entirely. The changes involved in 
bringing about this portfolio realignment included: 

• Adjusting the duration of fixed income assets to match 
the 8 year duration of plan liabilities—primarily by 
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moving out of the 100% intermediate bond position 
previously held by the plan and investing in a series of 
target-duration LDI index funds designed to closely 
match U.S. pension plan liabilities. 

• Using target duration LDI funds to create a better 
match with the cash flow profile of the plan’s liabilities 
and improve the hedge ratio at various key rate 
durations. 

• Increasing exposure to credit securities to create more 
precision in hedging the fixed income assets to the 
plan’s liabilities (given that liability discounting curves 
are constructed using corporate bonds). 

Dramatic results 

As a result of these changes, the hedge ratio of the plan 
(how well the assets of the plan track changes in the 
pension liability) increased from 22% to 52%. Expected 
surplus volatility fell by approximately 20%, and the 
forecasted “worst 5% outcome” improved by 30%, as 
shown in Exhibits 2 and 3. 

4. Enhancing the return-seeking portfolio 

The return-seeking portion of the plan’s portfolio is meant to 
serve the critical functions of growing assets to improve 
funded status as well as covering ongoing plan servicing 
costs. The increase in the portfolio’s allocation to fixed 
income meant that a smaller portion of the portfolio could 
be devoted to equities and other return-seeking assets, so it 
was all the more important that this portion of the portfolio 
be well designed. 

As the portfolio stood, it had a significant home country 
equity bias. Russell Investments worked with the committee 
to help them understand the potential impact of this bias, 
and proposed an optimized return-seeking portfolio with 
larger allocations to international developed markets, 
emerging markets, and global equity. The new return-
seeking portfolio reduced the home country (U.S.) bias with 
the expectation of higher returns within a risk-managed 
framework. 

Results 

By adopting an LDI approach to managing the pension and implementing a de-risking glide 
path, the company was able to: 

• Improve the match between pension assets and liabilities 

• Decrease funded status volatility in times of market distress 

• Make plan contributions with confidence, eventually improving the funded status of the plan 
from 61% to 93% funded over four years. 

• Increase diversification levels and return expectations within the return-seeking portion of the 
portfolio 

 

Exhibit 2: Surplus volatility  Exhibit 3: Expected worst 5% return 

 

 

 

Surplus Volatility is standard deviation of surplus return. Worst 5%: The outcome for a statistic (whether a cumulative stati stic or annual statistic) for which 5% of our 
simulations produce a worse outcome. Assumptions are calculated using the Russell Investments Capital Markets Forecasts (December 2012). 
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Russell Investments has helped pensions navigate challenges 
and meet goals since 1969. The solutions we design for our 
clients are tailored to meet each organization’s specific goals, 
and incorporate our award-winning advice, investment strategy, 
and implementation. 

About Russell Investments 

Russell Investments is a global asset manager with a unique set of capabilities that we believe is essential to managing your total 
portfolio and to meeting your desired outcome. At Russell Investments, we stand with you, whether you’re an institutional investor, a 
financial adviser, or an individual guided by an advisor’s personalized advice. We believe the best way to reach your desired 
outcomes is with a multi-asset approach that combines: asset allocation, capital markets insights, factor exposures, manager 
research and portfolio implementation. 

For more information 

Call Russell Investments at 866-687-1216 or visit russellinvestments.com/outsourcing 

Important information 
Nothing contained in this material is intended to constitute legal, tax, securities, or investment advice, nor an opinion regarding the appropriateness of 
any investment, nor a solicitation of any type. The general information contained in this publication should not be acted upon without obtaining specific 
legal, tax, and investment advice from a licensed professional. 

Case study provided for discussion purposes only.  Individual client results will vary based on individual circumstances and market events. There is no 
guarantee that all clients will experience the same positive results. 

The information expressed herein represents the current, good faith views of the author(s) at the time of original publication, and has not been 
updated. Any predictions, opinions, and other information contained in this material are subject to change continually, without notice. 

Forecasting represents predictions of market prices and/or volume patterns utilizing varying analytical data. There is no guarantee that the stated 
results will occur. 

Liability Driven Investment (LDI) strategies contain certain risks that prospective investors should evaluate and understand prior to making a decision 
to invest. These risks may include, but are not limited to; interest rate risk, counter party risk, liquidity risk and leverage risk. Interest rate risk is the 
possibility of a reduction in the value of a security, especially a bond or swap, resulting from a rise in interest rates. Counter party risk is the risk that 
either the principal or an unrecognized gain is not paid by the counter party of a security or swap. Liquidity risk is the risk that a security or swap 
cannot be purchased or sold at the time and amount desired.  Leverage is deliberately used by the fund to create a highly interest rate sensitive 
portfolio. Leverage risk means that the portfolio will lose more in the event of rising interest rates than it would otherwise with a portfolio of physical 
bonds with similar characteristics. 

Please remember that all investments carry some level of risk, including the potential loss of principal invested. They do not typically grow at an even 
rate of return and may experience negative growth. As with any type of portfolio structuring, attempting to reduce risk and increase return could, at 
certain times, unintentionally reduce returns. 

Diversification and strategic asset allocation do not assure profit or protect against loss in declining markets. 

Russell Investments’ ownership is composed of a majority stake held by funds managed by TA Associates with minority stakes held by funds 
managed by Reverence Capital Partners and Russell Investments’ management.  

Frank Russell Company is the owner of the Russell trademarks contained in this material and all trademark rights related to the Russell trademarks, 
which the members of the Russell Investments group of companies are permitted to use under license from Frank Russell Company. The members of 
the Russell Investments group of companies are not affiliated in any manner with Frank Russell Company or any entity operating under the “FTSE 
RUSSELL” brand.  

Copyright © 2013-2018. Russell Investments Group, LLC. All rights reserved. This material is proprietary and may not be reproduced, transferred, or 
distributed in any form without prior written permission from Russell Investments. It is delivered on an "as is" basis without warranty.  
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